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One way of thinking of this is, if the composition is considered the subject of a painting, the orchestration is
the palette being used. A composer and an orchestrator have two different jobs, and these jobs are often done
by different people depending on the size of the score and if budgets allow for separate hires. Many composers
work at the piano and create a reduced piano version of their intended musical goal. These two distinct roles
are crucially different! The composer dictates the mood being set by the score. Be sure to listen to it in p!
What makes it that way? The two different elements at play, composition and orchestration, work together to
form a haunting, tragic piece of music. If we divide the elements, we can see the effect that each one has on
the result. This repetition gives anchor to the melody. If we look at it closely, we can see that each of the odd
measures is very similar. These different characteristics set up the strong, heartfelt emotions evoked from the
melody. First, before the melody even begins, the introductory line is played by an oboe, often a go-to choice
in film scoring for emotionally weighted moments. Understandably, dialogue takes precedence over just about
every other sound in a film, so a score that has prominent oboe during speaking scenes is bound to be severely
quieted in the mix. One of the great things about string instruments are their wide ranges, and in this case the
melody can be stretched and grown over the whole piece to go from its starting register to the very last note:
Open strings on all of the stringed instruments have a distinctive sound that some describe as rustic, or earthy.
This sound is generally avoided in classical-type playing, but in this case, those few instances of playing the
open G provide a brief feeling of humanity, like a character in the film might be playing this solo. Here are the
four open strings of the violin. If a violinist had no fingers on his left hand, these are the only four notes he
could play: For these reasons, the violin is the perfect instrument to use in this setting and the key that the
piece is placed in sets the violin up perfectly for its range and open strings. But what of even having a soloist
in the first place? Why not use the full violin section? Likewise, two different soloists might represent a pair of
characters, e. The whole section playing would give a certain degree of emotional and cognitive removal from
the musicâ€”listening to a group perform is a different and less personal experience than hearing one musician
perform individually. That removal and more widely-engrossing sound is the goal in some instances, but not
this one. Clearly John both Williams and Neufeld chose very specifically to have the violin solo to highlight
some important theme of the film, and the result is one of the most effective film scores in history. In a later
post, I will go into further detail about how orchestration can relate directly to cinematography and how this
correlates and differs with composition. Any thoughts or comments are certainly welcome below.
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Themes Themes are the fundamental and often universal ideas explored in a literary work. The Triumph of the Human
Spirit. In the face of overwhelming evil, the Jews in Schindler's List exhibit an unbroken spirit and will to survive.

Spielberg was unsure if he was mature enough to make a film about the Holocaust, and the project remained
"on [his] guilty conscience". With the rise of neo-Nazism after the fall of the Berlin Wall , he worried that
people were too accepting of intolerance, as they were in the s. Spielberg hired Kurt Luedtke , who had
adapted the screenplay of Out of Africa , to write the next draft. He extended the ghetto liquidation sequence,
as he "felt very strongly that the sequence had to be almost unwatchable. It is all about subtlety: In portraying
him, Fiennes said "I got close to his pain. Inside him is a fractured, miserable human being. I feel split about
him, sorry for him. Thousands of extras were hired during filming. The producers scrambled to find the
Schindlerjuden and fly them in to film the scene. A woman who encountered Fiennes in his Nazi uniform told
him that "the Germans were charming people. They put on yarmulkes and opened up Haggadas , and the
Israeli actors moved right next to them and began explaining it to them. And this family of actors sat around
and race and culture were just left behind. The stories my grandparents told me about the Shoah. And Jewish
life came pouring back into my heart. I cried all the time. He was surprised that he did not cry while visiting
Auschwitz; instead he found himself filled with outrage. He was one of many crew members who could not
force themselves to watch during shooting of the scene where aging Jews are forced to run naked while being
selected by Nazi doctors to go to Auschwitz. It would have been an excuse [for the audience] to take their eyes
off the screen and watch something else. Forty percent of the film was shot with handheld cameras, and the
modest budget meant the film was shot quickly over seventy-two days. DeMille or David Lean. The composer
was amazed by the film, and felt it would be too challenging. He said to Spielberg, "You need a better
composer than I am for this film. The red coat is one of the few instances of color used in this predominantly
black and white film. Later in the film, Schindler sees her dead body, recognizable only by the red coat she is
still wearing. Spielberg said the scene was intended to symbolize how members of the highest levels of
government in the United States knew the Holocaust was occurring, yet did nothing to stop it. Nothing was
being done to slow down Ligocka, unlike her fictional counterpart, survived the Holocaust. After the film was
released, she wrote and published her own story, The Girl in the Red Coat: A Memoir , in translation.
Spielberg said that "to start the film with the candles being lit Only at the end, when Schindler allows his
workers to hold Shabbat services, do the images of candle fire regain their warmth. For Spielberg, they
represent "just a glint of color, and a glimmer of hope. The two scenes bracket the Nazi era, marking its
beginning and end. For me the symbol of life is color. He also notes a parallel between the situation of the
Jews in the film and the debate in Nazi Germany between making use of the Jews for slave labor or
exterminating them outright. He notes its presence in the scene where Schindler arranges for a Holocaust train
loaded with victims awaiting transport to be hosed down, and the scene in Auschwitz, where the women are
given an actual shower instead of receiving the expected gassing. Shown without commercials, it ranked 3 for
the week with a The film aired on public television in Israel on Holocaust Memorial Day in Special features
include a documentary introduced by Spielberg. Images of the Steven Spielberg Film, all housed in a
plexiglass case. He continues to finance that work. Spielberg shows a firm moral and emotional grasp of his
material. The film is an outstanding achievement. He describes the sequence as "realistic" and "stunning". He
describes the humanization of Schindler as "banal", and is critical of what he describes as the "Zionist closure"
set to the song " Jerusalem of Gold ". This movie is absolutely perfection. The Holocaust is about 6 million
people who get killed. You can only do something like that with a naive audience like in the United States.
Spielberg meant well â€” but it was dumb. Lanzmann also criticized Spielberg for viewing the Holocaust
through the eyes of a German, saying "it is the world in reverse. Spielberg did them anyway. Herscher found
the film an "appealing" and "uplifting" demonstration of humanitarianism. Now he is a full human being.
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To do this, Keneally interviewed about fifty of the people who were on the list and reviewed documents on
file in Israel. Using these sources, he was able to write the story of Oskar Schindler in its entirety for the first
time. The themes of personal choice, the triumph of good over evil, the relationship of the Jews and those who
tried to save them with the society of the time, and what one person can do to help others in the face of huge
odds resound through the stories of historical personages and events reported in the book. His first
choicesâ€”to move to Poland and take over the factoryâ€”are motivated by greed. His second choice, to use
Jewish slave labor, seems motivated less by greed and more by sympathy for his fellow human beings. By the
end of the war, Schindler is choosing to save as many others as possible, with all concern for his own safety
seemingly gone. His choices inspire other businessmen in Cracow to make life more tolerable for the Jews
they use as laborers. In Brinnlitz he chooses not to manufacture the ammunition he is under contract to
produce, so that "none of my shells will kill anyone. His workers are thus able to live outside the camp at
Plaszow, Schindler is able to feed and clothe them, and the workers are relatively safe from the treatment they
would have received in the camp. SS and Ukrainians guard the Emalia camp, with the guard changing every
two days. These guards are kept on the outside of the fence, patrolling the perimeter. There are no dogs and no
beatings inside the fence. The food is much better than in Plaszow. Schindler still has to fill his government
contracts, so the workers work long hours. Schindler provides the camp, the extra food, the extra clothing, at
his own expense. Oskar Schindler is not the only person who must make difficult personal choices. The Polish
Jewish accountant Itzhak Stern makes his first personal choice when he and Schindler first talk and he tells
Schindler why he believes that Hitler cannot succeed. This conversation takes place only seven weeks after the
occupation of Poland, but Stern already knows he is in danger. Jews are required to wear a yellow Star of
David on their clothing. Members of the German army are taking what they want from The entire section is 1,
words.
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concentration camps. Like most Holocaust literature, Schindler's List explores.
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Schindler's List is a American epic historical period drama film directed and co-produced by Steven Spielberg and
written by Steven calendrierdelascience.com is based on the novel Schindler's Ark by Australian novelist Thomas
Keneally.
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